Tour between « Monts of Vaucluse and Luberon » 125 km

Point of tourist interest to discover:
LES GROTTES DE THOUZON, unique natural cave fitted for tourism in Provence
 Very well preserved extraordinary natural heritage in Le Thor
Open from 10 to 12a.m andfrom2 to 6 p.m 8.80€/adult and 6,50 €/child (5 to 11 years old)
L’ISLE-sur-la-sorgue the comtadine Venice, region of antique dealer
 City center, collegiate church « Notre Dame des Anges » (inside baroque), the street of the
wheels, the district of fisherman …
 The watershed (from 1km upstream of the city, entrance by the avenue Voltaire Garcin)
FONTAINE DE VAUCLUSE, the “Vallis Clausa” (the closed valley) (paid car park)
 The Fontaine de Vaucluse, first exsurgence of France for its output (free)
 The center of the village and the paper mill « Vallis Clausa » (free)
GORDES, Very important cultural place in the heart of the Regional Natural Park of Luberon
 The “ Village des Bories” (small dry stone huts) open from 9a.m to 7p.m, 6€/adult and 4€/child
 The village of Gordes, its castle (medieval and renaissance) and its point of view on Luberon
 The abbey of Senanque, (7.5€/adult et 3€/child (6 to 18 years old): guided tour or not
ROUSSILLON, the region with bursts of color (paid car park)
 The village and its ocher cliffs
 The Ocher Trail (2.50€/pers, free - 10 years old) open from 9a.m to 7.30p.m
VENASQUE, ranked among the most beautiful villages in France
 The village, its antic towers and its panorama of the North of the Comtat, the
Saint-Siffrein chapel
 The Baptistery of Venasque (3€/people and free for - 12 years old)
PERNES-LES-FONTAINES and its 40 fountains
 The Ferrande Tower and its medieval frescos of XIII century (3€/people, free for – 12 years old)
 The church Notre Dame de Nazareth, the ancient covered market of XVII century (free)
 The Clock Tower of XI century and its impressive panorama of the city (free)

